Hiking holiday Hungary
Walking with guide
You like an active holiday, adventure and good food.
In a hilly and varied nature reserve with a group.
Every day there is another wonderful trip to make with an English
speaking guide.
During an organized walking week you can make about 5 trips of
between 15 and 25 km. In a varied landscape, an oasis of peace, you
can also enjoy Lake Balaton. The walks are suitable for anyone with
walking experience. If you can walk about 12 to 15km at home in 3
hours, the walking holiday is ideal for you. If you find it too far, you
can always do half a trip (if possible). The route is mostly unpaved
and there are various climbs and valleys. In humid weather, some
paths can also be slippery, good shoes / socks and / or a walking
stick is recommended. During the hiking weeks we planned, the
weather is mostly sunny with a nice walking temperature (before /
autumn on average 22 degrees).
Transport: easiest is to come by plane. We can organize the airline
ticket at cost price. This is preferable since all participants arrive at
the same time in Budapest. The driver picks up the group and drives
to our location in Somogyacsa (transfer is then included in the ticket
price). However, you can also book your own ticket or arrange your
trip yourself (eg by car or public transport). Do you also want to
explore Budapest for a few days? Also that is possible, ask for the
possibilities.
Meals: at home are inclusive, pure, well cared for. During the
"Hungarian evening", the pörkölt is traditionally prepared in a pot
above a wood fire. A pleasant evening with music.
Day off: is halfway through the holiday and you can spend it to your
own liking, in consultation we indicate the possibilities that are there
to get to know this beautiful country better.
Are you enthusiastic too? Would you like to join this unique journey?
Follow this link to our registration form and more information.

All-inclusive price:

£ 575

( € 645,- )
Including:
• All overnight stays on 2-person per room
• All meals at home (breakfast, lunch, dinner)
• Transport in Hungary during the holiday
• Transfers Budapest if we book the flight ticket
• Coffee, tea, mineral water
• Energy and cleaning costs
• Use of pool from May to September
• English speaking guidance

Thermálbad Igal

Exclusive:
• Expenditure on restaurant visits, excursion and the like.
• Personal expenses
• Drinks from (mini) bar and the like (soda, beer, wine, etc.)
• Single room (surcharge £ 109 )
• Flight ticket (estimated at £ 88 )
• Check-in baggage (estimated at £ 35 )
• Booking costs £ 18
• Tourist tax £ 0.88 p.p.p.d.
• Guarantee fund contribution £ 13.20 (€ 15,-)

Artventures:
Kanaaldijk 30-1, 2741 PA, Waddinxveen, The Netherlands
Tel:
+31 6 22465355
Mail:
info@artventures.nl

